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ABSTRACT 
An analytic study has been made of the gust penetration loads and associated elastic 
vehicle response of Saturn V launch vehicles penetrating sinusoidal gusts. It is found 
that the neglect of separated flow effects in existing theories gives highly unrealistic 
and often unconservative predictions of the gust penetration loads and elastic vehicle 
response. An analytic theory is presented that includes the effects of separated flow 
and associated convective time lag effects, and which accepts static experimental data 
as an input, thereby providing more realistic gust load predictions. 
The classical treatment of the high-frequency gust response, e. g. , panel vibration, 
is found to be unrealistic, since it does not include or :illow for Lhe effects of large- 
scale vorticity and coupling between successive separated flow regions. 
Saturn V launch vehicles AS-505 through AS508  were analyzed and found to be aero- 
elastically stable throughout atmospheric ascent, th > oniy question being whether the 
predicted large amplitude elastic vehicle bending ret;ponse to sinusoidal gusts would 
correspond to structural stresses of tolerable magnitude. 
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SUMMARY 
A study of gust penetration loads on Saturn V launch vehicles has produced an analytic 
theory that, by admitting static experimental data as an input, can give realistic 
predictions of elastic vehicle gust response including the effects of separated flow and 
convective flow time lag. It was also found that the available theories for high- 
frequency gust response, such as panel vibration, were unrealistic as they fail to 
include the effects of finite scale vortices and coupling between successive separated 
flow regions. Vehicles AS-505 and AS-508 were found to be aeroelastically stable 
throughout atmospheric ascent, the only problem being whether the large amplitude 
response to sinusoidal gusts would generate intolerably high stress levels. 
ix 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The separated flow regions on the Apollo-Saturnlaucch vehicle generated dy the tower- 
mounted escape rocket and interstage conical fa'vings can have a dominant influence 
on the elastic vehicle dynamics (Ref. 1). Because the full-scale vehicle is likely to 
have undergone design changes after the freeze of the model design, an aeroelastic 
wind tunnel test can often not be extrapolated to full scale without an analytic theory 
that includes the combined effects of changed geometry, mode shape, and vehicle 
trajectory. In view of these difficulties, Marshal1 Space Flight Center [MSFC) con- 
tracted Lockheed Missiles & Space Company (LMSC) to develop the needed analytic 
means (Contracts NAS 8-5338, NAS 8-11238, and NAS 8-20354). 
The quasi-steady-constant-time-lag theory developed by LMSC proved capable of 
predicting the aeroeleastic characterics measured in the wind tunnel test (Ref. 2). 
Full-scale characteristics could therefore be predicted with confidence by analytic 
extrapolation from the wind-tunnel data (Ref. 3). Later checks of the individual 
separated flow regions showedthatthe adverse effecte of the escape rocket wake on 
escape vehicle dynamics is well predicted by the LMSC theory (Ref. 4). The steady 
and unsteady aerodynamic effects of shock-induced boundary-layer separation on cone- 
cylinder and cylinder-flare bodies have also been studied and are now well understood 
(Ref. 5). 
The report extends the previous analyses and provides the analytic means for the 
determination of the vehicle response to gust penetration loads, with special emphasis 
on the effects of sinusoidal gusts. The prediction techniques for attached flow gust 
penetration loads were reviewed and extended to accommodate inclusion of the effects 
of free body vortices at high angles of attack (Ref. 6 ) .  Special attention was paid to 
the forcing functim introduced by series of shock-boundary layer interactions where 
1- 1 
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a cascading phenomenon upsets usual axial correlation concepts (Ref ,  7 ) .  The present 
report summarizes the results reported in detail in the above interim reports 
(Refs. 6 and 7). In addition, the aeroelastic characteristics of ascent vehicles AS-505, 
AS-506, AS-507, and AS-508 were determined (Refs. 8-11). The results a re  summar- 
ized in Appendix B. The results of the gust loads analysis have not been reported 
earlier. A s  a coilsequence, the analysis and i ts  results will be fully described in 
this report. 
1- 2 
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Section 2 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Flow separation occurs over much of the Apollo-Saturn vehicles (Fig. I). The multiple 
regions of flow separation have a dominant influence on tile aerodynamic loads (Refs.  
1, 2, and 12) .  Because of the finite convection velocity within the separated flow 
regions, the effect on the vehicle dynamics is even more dominant, ar  is iliustrated 
by the damping of an early Apollo-Saturnconfiguration (Fig. 2 and Ref.  12).  
These results indicate that one cannot use attached flow estimates of t1.e aerodynamic 
loads and expect to get a realistic assessment of elastic vehicle dynamics. Likewise, 
when considering the gust response of the elastic vehicle, one should not expect 
realistic results unless the effects of flow separation are properly accounted for. One 
need only compare a n  actual load distribution with the potential theo.1. results of Glasz 
and Blackburn (Ref. 13) to realize the inapplicability of load estir.v-+ 
attached flow (Fig. 3).  
b a e d  upon 
This Teport describes an analytic theory that predicts realistic gust loads for the 
Apollo-Satlirn launch vehicles; i. e .  , it includes the effects 0 1  :,eparated flow. 
2- 1 
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Fig. 2 Aerodynamic Damping at a = 0 of Apollo-Saturn I Launch 
Vehicle with Disk-On Escape Rocket (Ref. 2) 
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Section 3 
ANALYTIC APPROACH 
The usual 1inearizati.a approach is used, i. e. , the environment is assumed to change 
slowly such that the time varying coefficients in the equations of motion can be repre- 
sented by constant .oerficients for finite time inkrvais in the trajectory. When the 
full coupled equatims of motion are considered this procedure may not alwzys he 
justified, and the nonlinear equations have to be solved, either by direct nuiericai 
techniques (Ref. 14) o r  by the faster method using -perturbation from a reference 
trajectory (Refs. 15 and 16). Especially when rlgid body gust loads are considered 
the coupling with the control system must be accoimted for if meaningful results are 
to be obtained (Ref. 17). 
However, the present analysis is not intended to provide design information for  the 
control system but rather to develop means to assess the effects of gust loads on the 
structural integrity of the elastic vehicle. Consequently, thegust response can be 
determined by superposition (Ref. 14). That is, only the linear analysis of one degree 
of freedom bending response to gust loads wi!l be discussed in this report. 
The aerodynamic loads in regions of attached flow are determined by combining first- 
order momentum theory (Ref. 18) with quasi-steady instantaneous load estimates 
(Refs. 12 and 19), representing the cruciform fins by an equivalent cross-sectional 
area distribution (Refs. 12 and 13). The local loads in separated flow regions a re  
represented in a similar manner by an  effective cross-sectional area (Refs. 4 and 20). 
The separation-induced loads are extracted from static experimental data and con- 
verted into dynamic loads using quasi-steady technioues that account for convective 
time lag effects (Refs. 1, 2, 1, and 12). 
3- 1 
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The gusts are described in the usual manner by a mean wind profile with a small- 
amplitude perturbation superimposed (Ref. 21); the latter i s  represented not only by 
high-frequency atmospheric turbulence, but also by low-frequency discrete harmonics, 
so-called sinusoidal gusts (Refs .  21 and 22). 
3- 2 
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Section 4 
ANA LYSIS 
The analysis proceeds as follows: In section 4.1, the gust penetration loads are derived 
for Apollo-Saturn type lacnch vehicles, including the effects of the various regions of 
separated flow. In section 4.2, the single-degree-of-freedom bending response of the 
elastic vehicle to the gust penetration loads is determined, including the full effects of 
unsteady aerodynamics, Le. the st?p=atedfloweffects on aerodynamic damping are 
included. 
4 . 1  GUST PENETRATION LOADS 
A separated flow region typifying those existing on the Apollo-Saturn launch vehicles is 
sketched in Fig. 4. The flow is separating at xN and reattaches at station xa. The 
aerodynamic forces in the separated flow region farward of xa are represented by 
lumped normal force and axial (force couple) moment vectors. in particular, the 
normal force Ns and axial force moment MA, generated on the conical frustum in 
the separated flow field from the nose is dependent not only upm the local angle of 
attack, a! 
nose, and upon the relative displaceme t, y = YN - Y 
For small angles of attack one can write Ns in the following linearized form (a similar 
expression is obtained for MA ): 
but also upon the angle of attack O~ at the separated flow generatar, the 
S ’  
betwcen nose and frustum. 
S ’  
S 
in the nonstationary case, aN and IN (in y = YN - Ys) are the values at a time 
increment At ear l ier  than the instantaneous value for as ; i .e . ,  
4- I 
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Fig. 4 Definition of Separated Flow Parameters 
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W N  XN 
S QN(t - At) + - [YN( t  - At) - Y,(t) 
aY q t )  + 
-
N 
2 
where At = (xN - xs)/u 
At is the time required for the force Ns to respond to changes in CY and YN . N 
For determination of the gust penetration loads on the ascending rigid vehicle in Fig. 4, 
the variables a! and y are simply 
CY = WJU ; y(t)  = (xN - xs) Q (t - At) (4- 3) 
The gust velocity W and the vehicle velocity U are assumed to change negligibly 
during a time itBt?rvrval arge enough to define the gust penetration load, e. g. , the time 
interval required for the vehicle to travel one body length. Thus W is a function of 
the inertia! space coordinate X only. 
g 
g 
w g = f ( X  - xgo) 
With t = time of gust entry, Eq. (4.2) can then be writ ten as follows: 
0 
(4- 4) 
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where 
For the time interval with constant vehicle velocity, the gust penetration length is 
simply 
x - x  = ( t - t o ) U  
g0 0 
In the remainder of the report t is set equal to zero at time of gust entry, i. e . ,  
x - x  = u t  
g0 0 
(4.7) 
Thus, the gust penetration loads in the regions of separated flow on the Apollo-Saturn 
launch vehicle can be summed as follows: 
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1 g (.t - [x. - XSi]) 
Vsi ) U 
L 0 
A 
I (.t - [xo - 4) U a 
2 
(t) = + sc 
S. 
1 
MA 
1 
+ a ' c m  A (.si) 
(4.8 cont) 
In regions of attached flow, first-order momentum theory is used. It is assumed that 
the body is slender encugh that the axial velocity over the vehicle surface deviates 
negligibly from the free stream velocity. The lift per unit length of the vehicle is then 
the reaction to the substantial rate of change of momentum of the virtual mass per  unit 
length (Ref. 18). The attached flow body steering effect computed in this manner agrees 
very well with the experimentally measured body camber effect {Ref. 23). 
With the coordinate system of Figure 5, the lift can be expressed as follows: 
dL 
dX 
The momentum per unit length is 
Thus, 
dL a - dX = ( u z  - 
With the gust stationary in space, d W  /at = 0 and Eq. (4.11) can be written 
g 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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' C G  
U 
Fig. 5 Elastic Body Coordinate System 
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2 With L = (pU /2)SC, (for the 
Eq. (4.12) can be expressed as 
small crossflow angles consiaered C = C L )  N 
For the general shape of gust profile sketched i n  
expressed as follows: 
Fig. 6 ,  the gust velocity can be 
Wp(t) = w (t) + w (t) 
g g (4.14) 
where 
Wg(t) = low-frequency (long wavelength) perturhatim 
wg(t) = high-frequency (short wavelength) perturbattm 
w (t) can be assumed to  be stationary in space, and is UL,AY i iilnction of time t.hrough 
the vehicle velocity U , and w (t) represents the high-frequency , okn-rrtndom type, 
R 
perturbations, e - g. , air turbulence. Its effect can be assessed separately, using 
standard statistical methods, and added to the effects of w (t) . 
g 
g 
In the equations [ (4.3) through (4.13)] the gust considered (after gust entry) is* 
Eg(t - Ixo - xl/U) 
The gust profi.le wg ( t ) in Fig. 6 is defined as follows 
(4.15) 
*The variable time and the space variable X are interchangeable in defining the 
gust, x = XCG -k x = Ut - ( X O  - X) 
4-7 
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0 
t -  1! - "I> (4.16) 
w = 2nU/L = gust frequency 
g g 
where 
The gust penetration loads by themselves can often give valuable design information. 
However, when one wants to assess the effect on the structural integrity. one needs 
to go one step further, i .  e. , to determine the elastic vehicle response to the gust 
penetration ioads. 
4 . 2  ELASTIC VEHICLE RESPONSE 
The equation of motion for single-degree-of-freedom bending oscillations can be 
written in the following form using standard notations: 
(4.1.7) 
The generalized force P(t) is given by the virtual work done by the aerodynamic 
forces* on the vehicle. 
(4.18) 
The irrtegrsl,c are evaluated through summation of a discrete number of lumped forces.* 
*And axialforce moments. 
4-9 
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Equation (4.2) also expresses the normal force loading in a separated flow region for 
the elastic vehicle. if the independent variables cy and y are defined as follows 
(see Fig. 5): 
a! = 0 - (Y/U) + (W /U) 
g 
The corresponding generalized force in the separated flow region can then be 
expressed as follows: 
P (s 4 = + Ns(t)lq(xs) + (t) + MA (t) <p'(xs) 
S 1 s s  
(4.20) 
where mA (t) is the corresponding axial force moment, Ns(t) is the gust penetration 
load defined by Eq. (4 .5) ,  and Ma (t) is its correlary for the  axial force moment. 
S 
S 
As the structural stiffness is an order of magnitude larger than the aerodynamic 
stiffness, the effect of aerodynamic forces on the bending frequency is negligibly 
small. The structu~*al nd aerdvnamic damping are two orders of magnitude less 
4-1 G 
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than critical. Consequently, the vehicle may be assumed to describe harmonic oscilla- 
tions with the natural free-free bending frequency, and q(t - At) can be expressed as 
f 01 1 ow s : 
-io At 
q(t - At) = e q(t) = cos (o At) q(t) - sin (aAt)[icj(t)] (4.21) 
where q(t) = o [ iq(t)] -* 
In regions of attached flow, first-order momentum theory is used. Equation (4. l l j  
together with Eq. (4.19) gives 
(4.22) 
-2 With L = ( ~ T J  /'2jSCN, Eq. (4.30) cui be wriiien in cwKcienC Corm as Ioiiows: 
(4.23) 
Equations (4.18) and (4.23) together describe the following generalized force. (The 
axial force moment is zero for the slender body assumed in the first  order momentum 
theory .) 
X i+l dL i+l dCN 
- dx P(X) dx - pu2 2 S I  
i 
- dx qpix) dx (4.24) 
X. X 
1 
2 *This makes 25wq(t) in Eq. (4.17) equivalent to the often used notation i g w q(t) , 
where g = 2 5 .  
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LVith dCN/dx defined by Cq. (4.23), integrating by parts gives 
i + l  dCN f - q(x) dx dx 
(4.25) 
For the  long wavelength gusts and lower bending modes considered in the present 
analysr;, thc 2r. 2 change At(x) at interstage frustums and on the command module 
of the Apolio-Saturn launch vehicle takes place over an x-extent that is small compared 
to gust and bending mode ltwavelengths.l' Thus, in the evaluation of the integrals in 
Eq. (4.25) the x-step cm- be increased appreciably if the fast area change At(x) is 
'!integrated out!! [considering q(x) , cpt(x) , and We(2& + x) constant over the 
x-interval between xi and xi+l J . 
form for the Apollo-Saturn type geometry, i .  e. , for conical area changing sections. 
n 
Thus, Eq. (4.25) is rewritten in the following 
(4.264) 
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For constant area sections the gust shear W1(X) and the modal slope ~ " ( x )  can be 
assumed to remain constant for the (small) x-interval xi 5 x 5 x 
following expression for J3q. (4.25) 
g 
resulting in the i + l  
X 
dCN -cp(x)dx = 
Ii+l dx 
x. 
1 
(4.26-2) 
0.  
The q-terms in Eq. (4.26) can be neglected as the aerodynamic inertia is negligibly 
small compared to the structural (and rigid body) inertia. 
In regions of separated flow, the lumped generalized force is defined as follows 
(through Eqs. (4.2), (4.18), and (4.19). 
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w .(* ut - [xo - +) 
- + -  
S xNs] U 
aCN 
daN + ay 
(4.27) 
M A s ( t ) / ~ ) s C  P v 2  is the axial force moment term corresponding to Ns (t) (given by the 
same equation with Cm substituted for CN). In comparing Eq. (4.27) with Eq. (4.25), 
one notes that the separated flow region is treated as a dead air region; that is, no body 
steering effects are considered. It was shown in Ref. 4 that if one included some 
steering effect by equating the local lift generation to that of an equivalent attached flow 
region with reduced cross sectional area, improved predictions of the unsteady aero- 
dynamics resulted. 
A 
The effective cross sectional area in separated flow regions is determined by the 
average reduction in dynamic pressure, which for a flared sectioB is given by the 
axial force deficit. 
If we assume that the density changes negligibly throughout the separated flow region, 
which should be permissible at the subsonic and transonic vehicle speeds of interest, 
the effective area is related to the mean convection velocity 0 as follows: 
(4.29) 2 = hi) / u(xi)l 
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Applying this equivalent area rule gives the following expression for the generalized 
forces, combining Eqs. (4.25), (4.27) , and (4.29) . 
(4.30 start) 
*Equal to zero for consbmt area sections. 
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w (Ut - [x, - Gi ]Io 
(4.30 cont) Mii) U + 
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N 
*The body portion %sidef1 the fins ie treated as part, of P (t) 
Ni __ i = l  
(4.30 cont) 
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ac 
- Ns atxi = i. inseparated 
L 
C 
C 
% is ths local force derivative, i. e., 
L xaL au, L 
flow regions and equal to the total normal force derivative over an ares changing 
section ending at x. = x. in attached flow regions. 
L IL 
dC 
(Crn A, is always the separated flow derivative - mA)
L a% 
Using Eq. (4.21), simplified for the slow frequencies of practical interest in the 
pre.sent quasi-steady analysis, i.e, with COP w A t  = 1 and sin (,>At = wAt, gives 
Eq. (4.30) in the followitg form: 
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+ 
*Equal io zero for  constant area sections. 
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w (Ut - (x - xi, 1) g 0 
(4.3 1 concluded) 
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The time-lag effect i s  usually obtained as follows: 
U A + .  = (x*i - Zi)/(E) (4.32) 
5 i  is sub- 
In regions of shock-induced separation upstream of inkis tage flares, 
stituted by xAc, the aerodynamic center for the loads on the body upstream of the 
separation. This is true for the separation-induced negative cylinder load. For the 
positive load induced on the flare, Pn additional time lag through the separated flow 
region is realized. A detailed description of &ese deviations i s  given in Refs. 12 
and 20. 
It has been demonstrated that, in addition to the downstream convection effect on 
bodies submen@ in wakes, upstream communication effects will in some cases be- 
come impmtant (Refs. 2, 5, and 24). That is, the change of the submerged body force by 
an amount AC 
due to this ''wake flipping" Ay i s  associated with an upstream-downstream time lag 
causes a wake translation AY = (ay/aC, )ACN . The force change 
% S S 
Atu + At = *i - iiij/uu + kNi - ; Y g  
The modification needed to include these upstream communication effects in the 
computation has been described in Ref. 20. The results of a receAly completed study 
(Ref. 5) indicate that the upstream communication effects are negligible except for 
certain critical geometries. 
By combining Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) the equation of motion for single-degree-of- 
freedom bending oscillations can be written in the following form 
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(4.33) 
2 where B = (p U /2)S/G. 
Since the aerodynamic stiffness is negligible compared to the structural stiffness, i .e. , 
Eq. (4.33) can be approximated as 
X D i  + D ~ w  is  given by Eq. (4.31) 
where c1 ) 
(4.34) 
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The gust function g(t) is defined through Eq. (4.31) as follows (usirig time rather 
than the space coordinate X a s  independent 
i = l  I 
variable) : 
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The sinusoidal gust is defined as  follows 
(4.36) 
zising Laplace transformation, i .  e., 
Eq. (4.35) can be written in the frequency domain in the following form (see, for 
example, Ref. 25): 
4(8) = B,(W + e,(B, 
so@) = [w + (8 + 2qT)s(o)J D ( 8 )  
q*g(8) = i(S)/D(S) 
A 
(4.37) 2 2 + 2 0 ~  B + w T D(s) = s . 
q(0) and q (0) are the normalized bending mode deflection and deflection rate at gust 
entry, respectively. The Uplace  transform of Eq. (4.35) gives the following defi- 
nition of g(s) : 
A 
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h 
Eq. (4.36) gives the following E (s) 
g 
1 
Defining a new function f (s) as follows 
(4.38) 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
gives the following expression for %(s) in Eq. (4.37) 
(4.41) 
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The corresponding formulation in the time domain can be written (Ref. 25) 
(4.42) 
(xo - X.)K 0 
] + B C N  q ( X ~ ~  
Fins CY 
U t -  
For the gust profiles given by Eq. (4.36), the following expressions are obtained for 
f(s) and i(t) (Ref. 25). 
?. 
f ( t )  = - U 
- 
As << 1 Eq. (4.44) can be simplified as follows: 
(4.43! 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
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or 
+ arc tan - E ) (4.46) 
[T 
1 + exp (-ubTt) 
1 
Aw 1 1 
f(t) = 2 1/2 
3- - 
25T I1 + (c/tT) ] 0 
where 
The effect of the initial conditions at gust entry are obtained as follows (Ref.  25): 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
Or with t = t r  + t 
0 
q0 = O M o  - uc tan [5, + q(O)/uq(O)] (4.49) 
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That i s .  the initial conditions can be expressed by the amplitude Aqo and phssc angle 
at gust entry. For the  li- ear analysis performed her(>. the effects o f  t'lesc osci!- 
latory parameters at gust en t ry  on the overall bending response can be superimposcci 
on the gust response. 
0 
Combining Eq. (4.42) with Eqs.  (4.45). and (4 .46)  gives the following definition 
of the bending response to sinusoidal type gusts. 
For algebraic shorthand purposes. Eq. (4.42) is represented by the following 
formulation: 
n = l  
t - arc tan E 
g 1 
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- ,  - I a,* 4 . L .  
(4.50 concl.) 
q-(t) = Kq cos k t  - arctan p2)t e - arctan - 
F1 
- arc  tan - 1 
AW 
-- 2 
n = l  
2 
2w + ( E / . T  F1 - U 
1 f Cn sin (.Atn - arc  tan - AW -3 2 
5 [l + (€/gT) n = l  T 
F2 - U 
A t  
W t T  "ccs (u At - arc  tan - n 
1 AW -3 
U F., - 2 1 /'2 n 
2 0  CT[' + (E/CT)2]  n = l  
U 
(4.51) 
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Section 5 
DISCUSSICN O F  RESULTS 
5.1 GUST PENET?-4TION T,@AT)S AND ELASTIC VEHICLE RESPONSE 
The gust penetration h a d  as a function of penetration depth into a sinusoidal gust is  
shown in Fig. 7. The command module load reaches steady state very fast and follows 
closely the gust wave shape, whereas the total gust load has a somewhat more 
involve$ '2pendence. Figure 7 defines the maximum gust penetration load 
J as related to the nritbcd gwt ;icmtratioii (icpth ( U t * )  into a sinusoidal 
gust. The transient load response at gust penetration does apparently not constitute 
the worst load condition which is in agreement with the findiiigs of other investigators 
(Refs. 13 and 17). 
( l N J  rnL  
The actual positions of the launch vehicle in the sinusoidal gust for peak 2nd bottom 
values of I N I  T I 1 ~  are sketched in the insets OL' Fig. 8. The efiect of negkctinv 
to account for the fact that the ccnvection velocity is  less than free stream velocitJr 
in regions of separated flow ( K  * 1) is negligible for the Saturn V gust penetraticn 
load. That is, using experimental Ltatic data in the classical quasi-steady theory 
will give good prediction of the gust penetration load. One would still nct e'xpect 
attached f l o ~  'Yhetxies to give a realistic prediction. It is, therefore, rather sur- 
prising to find that the Saturn-V gust penetration load at maximum dynamic pressure 
is very well predicted by the attached flow theory used by Glau. and Blackbu,-n 
(Fig. 9). It is obvious that L e  good agreement is fortuitous. The theoretical loaa 
distribution, although deviating very substantially from the measured distribution, 
happens to give the same total C (Figtire 3,. As the wave length decreases the 
difference in 1 ~ ~ i  distribution starts to show up (%/L > 1.25 in Figure 9). Like- 
g 
wise the gust induced bending momL I on the elastic vehicle would be sensitive to the 
loa(: distribution, and the agreement shown in Figwe 9 would never be yealized. 
NCf 
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b. TOTAL VEHICLE 
Fig. 7 Saturn-V Gust Pawbration Load as a Functioir of Penetration Depth Into a 
Sinusoidal Gust ( S / L  = 1. tri at Maximum Dynamic Pressure (M = 1.6)  
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Fig. 9 Saturn-V Gust Penetration h a d  at Maximum Dynamic Pressure (M = 1.6) 
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The gust penetration load I Nl 
is  considered. 
i s  of concern optT when the rigid body response max 
The elastic vehicle response of the Saturn V (AS-508) is shown in Fig. 10. Again, 
it is only after full penetration into the sinusoidal gust that maximum gust-induced 
bending moment (Fig. loa) and amplitude response (Fig. 10b) are obtained. Notice, 
however, that the steady state amplitude response is approached from above, as could 
be expected from examination of Eqs. (4.56) and (4.57). Thus, it is the transient 
elastic vehiclo response that gi-,-es the mziximum amplitude response, and only two 
consecutive sinusoidal gust waves a re  needed to r' ich maximum amplitude. The 
beat of the  amplitude response(compare 
caused by rF,e off-resonance gust frequency 
maximum gust responses with sinusoidal gust wavelength is shown in Fig. 11. The 
launch vehicle positions in the gust wave for the "peaks and valleys" of the maximum 
gust-induced bending moment are shown in the insets of Fig. l l a .  
Fig. lob, with P(t), Fig. loa) is 
/b = 0.6).  The variation of these 
g 
Comparing Figs. l l a  and I lb ,  one notices with some concern tM the gust-induced 
moment at resonance is near maximum, resulting in close to the maximum possible 
response. It is apparent from Fig. 1 l b  that the off-resonance response is an order 
of magnitude smalle;: than the response at resonance. As before, for the (Saturn V) 
gust penetration load, K = 1 versus K f 1 is found to have no measurable effect 
Un the amplitude response. The same is true about the effect of structural damping 
on the off-resonance response. At resonance, the effect of damping is of course, 
dominant (Eq. (4.57). 
Gn the Saturn I vehicle the effect of neglecting the differeuce in free stream md 
separated flow convection velocities, K f 1 compared to K = 1, is nc longer 
smail (Fig. 32). Comparing Fig. i2h a d  i%, xie can see that the git-indiicz-i: 
bending n.oment is not near its peak for the resonant gust wavelength. As a con- 
sequence, the elastic vehicle response at resonance is not the maximum possible. 
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Fig. 10 Saturn-V (AS-508) Elastic Bcdy Gust Penetration Effects as  a Hinction of 
Penetration Depth into Sinusoidal Gusts ( h / L g  = 1.05) at Maximum 
Dynamic Pressure (M = 1.6) 
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Figure 12 Maximum Elastic Body Gust Penetration Effects of the Saturn I Launch 
Vehicle with Disk-On Esca:w RoGket at M = 0 . 9  
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That is ,  the maximum possible response at resonance is  substantially higher than 
that shown in Fig. 12. It would be reached if the structural rigidity was changed such 
that the gust-induced moment reached a maximum when the gust wavelength gave 
resonance conditions for one of the bending mwif 
orle sketched in Fig. 13, the critical stiffness zir:' asscciated natural body bending 
frequency giving maximum elastic vehicle gust response at resonance can be deter- 
mined very simply. 
For a simple geometry, as the 
A t  resonance 
That is, 
d L  2 n U  = 1 4 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
The maximum gust-inducad bellding moment occurs when the gust-induced crossflow is 
distributed as shown in Fig. 13. That is, the maximum elastic vehicle response at 
resonance will occur when the  characteristic body length Lb (where L1, w L ) is * * 
related to the gust wavelength L as follows (a = 1, 2, 3, etc.): 
g 
: Odd NO. B.M. 
(5.3) 
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Fig. 13 Critical Gust Wave Lengths of Resor,ance 
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Conversely, the minimum gust-induced response ~ l t  resonance will be obtained when 
* [ a  + 1/2 : OddXo. B.M. 
: Even No. B.M. 
(5 .4 )  
Thus, a critical Strouhal number S* giving rnaximum elastic vehicle response to sinu- 
soidal gusts (at resonance) can be defined as foilows: 
* : Odd P?o. B.M. ( 0 / 2  T )  Lb s* = - 
crit U 
o + 1/2 : Even No. B.M. 
(5.5) 
It would obviously be wise to design the launch vehicle such that the structural rigidity 
did not generate a critical Strouhal number, especially not for ally of the lower bending 
modes. The increasing dominance of structural damping with increaFing natura! bending 
frequency makes the higher mode shapes less prone to exhibit any large amplitude 
response. 
The goal should, of course, be to get as close a s  possible to the optimilm stiffness - 
that giving minimum gust response at resonance - which is given by the cjptimum Strouhal 
number defined below 
l o  : EvenNo. B.M. 
The simple ge3metry sketched in Fig. 13 represents a great number of military missi.les 
and civilian launch vehicles. Of the Apollo-Saturn launch vehicles, however, it is only 
17 *ides AS-203, AS -206, and AS-208 that fa11 in that category. 
boosters have morr. complicated geometric+, and the r.iaximum (and minimum) possible 
elastic vehicle response at  resonanc2 can be determined only througl-: more involved 
The other Saturn 
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computations . First, the wavelengths giving maximum (and minimum) gust-induced 
bending monients are determined, and the resonant vehicle response is then computed 
using the (fictitious) bending mode frequency corresponding to resonance conditicns 
at these critical gust wavelengths. 
Figure 14 shows how these maximum and minimum possible responses at resonance 
compare with those predicted using the achal bexding mode characteristics, Figure 
14a shows the d3h for the Saturn V (AS-508) vehicle, and in Fig. 14b the data for 
Saturn I with di.;k-on escape rocket is shown. It appears that for  the Saturn I vehicle 
the structural stiffneas is not fa r  from the optimum one giving minimum elastic 
vehicle response at resonance (Fig. 14b). However, fcr the Saturn V vehicle, the 
structural stiffuess is found to be close to the value giving maximum gust response. 
It is interesting to Tote that even the minimum possible elastic vehicle gmt responsc 
at resonance generally is higher than all off-resonance gust response (Compare 
Figs. 14a and 12b). That is, the elastic vehicle response at resonance will always 
produce the critical gust design loads. 
Off resonance the maximum elastic vehicle gust response varies with the gust wave- 
length only via the forcing fraction, Le., the gwt induced bending moment (,See Figs. 
11 and 12). 'ihus, where the gust wavelength kccomes much lrrger than the body 
length and the bending moment varies monotonically with increasing gust wavelength, 
onc would not expect to see any .response "wiggles. 
any aerodynamic (or L tructural) source for the oscillatory beha-b-ior of PqJadoponlos 
results at low gust freyi- .i;cies (Ref. 26 and Fig. 15). Consequently, not much signi- 
ficance should he attribcted to the fact that the present predictions coincice with the 
I;linimum off-resonance response predicted by Papadopoulos. There is, of course, no 
reason fr 
':(I1. ' S '  
and separated flow time lag were neglected. It shGuld be noted that the measured 
gimbal engine response does not show any low-frequency wiggies (Rei. 26 and 
Fig. 16). ** Comparing Figs. 15 and 16, one would have to conclude that the present 
method would kave given better agreemed wi th  the exprimental  results. 
It is therefore difficult to see 
ect  the two predictions to agree, since Papadopoulos used attached flow 
,dy"+ aerodynamics in which the effFzts separated flow load modification 
--.-- 
*T.q Ike classical Sense 
* Lne flight data scatter around J.airlv constant level 
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Fig. 15 Saturn4 (AS9) Elastic Vehicle Response to Sinusoidal Gusts as Determined by 
Present and Previous Theories (1st B.M.) 
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Fig. 16 Saturn-I (AS9)  Gimbal Engine Response to Sinusoidal Gusts (Ref. 26) 
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The measured sinusoidal gusts in the earth's atmosphere can be represented in statis- 
tical form, as shown in Fig. 1 7  (Refs. 22 and 27). According to these data, the  AS-508 
vehicle would experience the gust induced nme  amplitudes shown in Fig. 18. The figure 
shows the maximum response off resonance, i. e. , the maximum dynamic pressure data 
of Fig. llb converted into real loads and deflections by use of the data in Fig. 17, 
Figxre 19 shows the response at resonance after penetration through the maximum num- 
ber of gust cycles ( urnarc) given by Fig. 17 . The effect of structural damping on the 
response at resonance is large, as could be expected. Equation (4.51) shows that the 
response amplitude is inversely proportional to the total damping, structural plus aero- 
dynamic. The effect of finite urn& is not noticeable, a s  the maximum respocse is 
obtained within a couple of cycles (see Fig. lob), 
The nose-deflection amplitudes AB;, shown in Figs. 18 and 19, are large, especial- 
ly at resonance. To determine whether or not they are large enough to endanger the 
structural integrity of the launch vehicle is outside of the scope of the present investi- 
gation. However, it certainly appears that the effects of sinusoidal gusts on Saturn V 
class launch vehicles a r e  serious enough to be cause for concern. 
Without the effects of sinusoidal gusts, the; structural integrity of the Saturn V launch 
vehicles AS -505 through AS -508 would netler be endangered. The vehicles are aero- 
elastically stable throughout atmospheric: ascent, as is shown in Appendix B. 
The high-frequency gust response can be r escribed using statistical methods (Refs. 16, 
28, and 29). Before further improvement a re  sought in description of atmospheric 
turbulence, random gusts, and the like, the local unsteady flow on the launch vehicle 
surface should be better understood, cxpecially when there are numerous regions with 
shock-boundary layer interaction. 
5.2 COUPLING BETWEEN REGIONS C F  SEPARATED FLOW 
It is usually assumed that the fluctuating. pressures and associated high frequency panel 
loads in one separated flow region are independent of :he loads in adjacent separated 
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Fig. 17 Atmospheric Gust Amplitude and Frequency 
Data for Sinusoidal Gusts (Ref. 27) 
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Fig, 19 Saturn-V (AS-508) Elastic Vehicle Gust Response at Resonance 
after Penetration of vmax Sinusoidal Gu ,t Cycles (1st B. M.) 
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flow regions. There now exists, however, strong evidence that this is not a very good 
assumption since in many cases there will be a strong coupling between separated 
flow regions. 
Vorticity is generated in regions of shock-induced boundary layer separation (Refs. 5 ,  
30-34), as is illustrated by Fig. 20, 
flow region and remains entrained in the boundary layer after reattachment. The flow 
photograph in Fig. 20a certainly indicates this to be the case. Ginoux (Ref. 33) has 
shown that the boundary layer retains a "long memory?? of such vorticity, and that in 
regions of concavely curving flow the residual vorticity is amplified greatly. Thus, 
flow separations with their inherent concave flow curvature will re-establish and 
amplify pre-exist ing vorticity. 
Usually the vorticity is contained in thp viscous 
The implication of this is that for successive regions of shock-induced separation, as 
on AS-206 in Fig. 21  
the pattern for the vorticity generated at  each successive separated flow region (Ref. 7) .  
Analysis of static and dynamic experimental data (Ref. 7) gave substantiating evidence 
for this flow hypothesis. The bulk of the experimental results were obtained on a 25" - 
10" biconic nose with a corrugated cylindrical aft body (Fig. 21a). The nose cunfigura- 
tion was  quite similar to that of the AS-206 vehicle (25" - 9" biconic nose, Ref. 35) and 
the separated flow field was, a s  a consequence, also quite similar (Fig. 21b).* The 
tlpreseparationTt at the first shoulder generated a reattaching strong boundary layer 
forward of the second shoulder preventing the sudden complete leeward side separation 
with its attendent adverse aeroelastic effects (Refs. 35 and 36). 
the vorticity generated by the first separated flow bubble will set 
The fluctuating pressure measurements aft of the second shoulder (Fig. 2 2 )  show the 
shock-oscillation-imparted increased low-frequency content in the spectrum for thc 
separated flow under the lambda foot of the normal shock, whereas the flow before and 
LIt of the shock shows the usual boundary layer type spectra with relatively less low 
frequency coi9.tent. Examination of the spectra around the circumference reveals that 
the position c/f the shock wave varies circumferentially (the forward leg for the lambda 
somewhat more than the terminal shock, Fig. 23). This is most likely the result of the 
*Unfortunately, the Schlieren movies of the test were unsuitable for reproduction. 
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Fig. 23 Effect of Vortices on the Shock Front 
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vorticity generated at the shock-induced separation at the forward shoulder (as sketched 
in Fig. 23). The flow is accelerated and decelerated between vortices, causing the 
shock to take a more aft position in the accelerated flow regions. 
The high-frequency noise from the boundary layer ahead of the shock is apparently 
convected away from the body surface in tbe separation under the forward lambda leg, 
and it is only the low-frequency content of the separated flow spectrum that shows 
coherence with the boundary-layer noise forward of the lambda (Fig. 24). This low- 
frequency noise is communicated via the shock oscillation driven by the upstream 
vorticity. Even thouth the flow within the separation pocket is three-dimensional 
rather than two-dimensional, two-dimensional theory seems to give a reasonable 
estimate of the lowest pocket resonance frequency. Trilling (Ref. 37) showed that 8 
resonant condition can exist between shock oscillation and separated bubble growth. 
The present results (Fig. 25) show high coherence between shock and separated bubble 
noise at the lowest characteristic frequency predicted for the bubble using two- 
dimensional theory* (Ref. 5) (2760 cps in Fig. 25). 
Thus, it appears that the vorticity generated within separated flow regions can set up a 
mechanism whereby very large axial correlation lengths codd be realized for the fluc- 
tmting pr xssure environment of the body skin. The circumterential correlation, or lack 
thereof, is also to a high degree determined by this vorticity generated in the regions 
of shock boundary-layer interactions. 
*It should be emphasized, however, that for certain critical flow geometries the two- 
dimensional approximation becomes cQmpletely inapplicable. 
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Section 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
A study 02 gwt penetration loads on Saturn vehicles has revealed that available 
+&eories giqe unrealistic and often unconservative estimates. The lack of iealism 
is due to the neglect of separated flow effects. An analytic theory is presented that 
uses actually measured static load distributions in a quasi-steady t h o r y  that in- 
cludes ths effects of separated flow and msociated convective time lags. 
It is found that sinusoidal gusts are potentially dangerous for Saturn V class elastic 
launch vehicles tis.: critical structural loads being generated through the elastic vehicle 
response when the sinusoidal gust wave length gives resonance with the body bending. 
This critical gust response can be minimized changing the structural rigidity such that, 
the gust induced bending moment is near minimum at the gust wavelengths giving reso- 
nance with the lower body bnding modes. For simple missile geometries comprising 
a conical nose (payload shroud), a cylindrical body, and aft body fins, this design in- 
formation can be ripressed simply in form of a critical Strouhal number for the body 
bending frequency. 
The Saturn V launch vehicles AS-505 through 508 are found to be aeroelastically stable 
throughout the atmospheric ascent. Their structural rigidity, hovever, is found to be 
far fromoptimal in the sense that it nearly maximizes the critical first bending mode 
resonant response to skusoidal gusts. To determine whether this large gust response 
could impose iqtolerable structural loads is beyond the scope of the present investigation. 
It is clear, however, that elastic vehicle response to sinusoidal gusts may well produce 
the critical design loads. 
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Section 8 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The performed study has demonstrated the need for more realistic evaluations of gust 
penetration effects than those provided by generally available theories. This is espe- 
cially true when shock-boundary layer interactions and flow separations are present. 
Both gross bending mode response and high frequency panel response are highly 
affected by separated flow effects. As the upcoming space shuttle with its dual vehicle 
launch mode will present even more shock interactions and boundary layer separations 
than the Saturn V launch vehicle, and will provide more possibilities for several de- 
grees of freedom elastic response, it is urgent that theoretical methods be developed 
that do not completely neglect the existence of these %on-nice" flow phenomena, 
which all experiments have shown to have dominant effects on both rigid and elastic 
body vehicle dynamics. The fallacy in relying on dynamic tests to give the needed 
information was proven for the early Saturn I boosters. 
The developed theory should be checked further by special dynamic tests. However, the 
results obtained so far give reason for confidence, and work should be started now to 
extend the theory for application to the more complicated flow fields existing on the 
various candidate space shuttle configurations. 
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Appendix A 
NOMENCLATURE 
a 
A 
An and Bn 
B 
C 
Cn and Cn 
D 
i 
En aid Fn 
f 
g and G 
i 
I 
K 
g 
5, and L 
L 
h) 
m 
M 
Ma\ and mA 
Speed of sound, m/sec 
Cross-sectional area, m 
Parameters defined in Eqs. (4.54) and (4.55) 
Parameter defined in Eq. (4.33) 
Reference length (maximum body diameter) m 
Summation coefficients defined in Eqs. (4.41), (4.42), and (4.42A) 
Aerodynamic damping derivative defined in Eq. (4.31) 
Summation coefficients defined in Eqs. (4.56) and (4.57) 
Gust function of inertial space coordinate X 
Gust functions of time defined in Eqs. (4.33), (4. 34), and (4.35) 
The imaginary number 6 
Momentum, kg-sec 
Aerodynamic stiffness derivative defined in Eq. (4.31) 
Body length, body characteristic length, and gust wavelength, m 
Lift, kg. coefficient cL = L/(Pu /2)S 
Generalized mass, kg-sec /m 
Machnumber M = U/3 
2 
2 
2 
Axial force generated pitching moment, Kg-m. Coefficient 
C = MA/(pU2/2)Sc 
"A 
Maximum number of summation terms, Eq. (4.31) 
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N and n 
r 
S 
2%) 
S 
S* 
t, t’ , t* 
U 
X 
X 
Y 
Y 
a! 
P 
A 
E 
5 
tT 
8 
K 
2 Normal force, Kg: Coefficient C N  = N/(pU / 2 ) S  
Generalized force, kg or  kg-m/m, defined in Eq. (4.18) 
Aerodynamic pressure, kg/m : Coefficient C P J: 
Amplitude, m. of normalized bending deflection, cp (x) q(t) 
Body (cross section) radius, m 
Laplace variable, Eq. (4.36) 
Unit step function 
Reference area, m : S = n2/4 
Critical Strouhzl number, Eq. (5.5) 
Time, sec 
Vehicle velocity, m/sec 
Gust velocity normal to vehicle path, m/sec (Eq. (4.14) and Fig. 6 
Inertial space coordinate, m (Figs. 6 and 7) 
Body fixed coordinate, m (Fig. 6) 
Inertial space coordinate, m (Fig. 6) 
Body fixed lateral deflection due to bending, m (Fig. 6) 
Angle of attack, radians or degrees 
Angular measure of lateral translation, radians or degrees 
Giniljel engine deflectioii, radians 
Amp1 itude or increment 
Closeness-to-resonance parameter, Eq. (4.50) 
Structural damping, fraction of critical 
Total damping, fraction of critical, Eq. (4.34) 
Bending body slope, radians or degrees 
Time lag parameter defined in Ey. (4.8) 
2 
= (p - p, )/(pU2/2) 
2 
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P 
w 
g 
Subscripts 
a 
b 
6: 
i 
L 
n 
8 
T 
U 
0 
03 
Superscripts 
i 
A 
Ramp-gust slope, Eq. (4.16): p 
Maximum number of sinusoidal gust cycles 0, given waveleiigth 
(Fig. 20) 
A i r  density, kg-sec /m 
Whole number, Eqs. (5.3) - (5.6) 
Distribution of normalized bending mode deflcctiol&; cp (x) q(t) 
Phase lag, radians of degrees 
= 4U/Lg 
g 
2 4  
! bending frequency, radians/sec 
I= 2nU/L 
"g g 
gust frequency, radians/sec, Eq. (4.16) 
Free -f ree
S i ~ s o i d a l  
attached flow 
body 
gust 
liumlsering aabscriF I 1 ,':y station 
local conditions 
numbering subscript, Eq. (4.42a) 
Separated flow 
Total 
Upstream communication 
Gust entry or  vehicle apex 
Undisturbed flow 
induced, e. g. , = separation induced normal force 
barred quantities, e.g, o r  w denote integrated space or 
time averages. 
g' 
ttroofed" symbols denote Laplace transformed functions 
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Differential Symbols 
;i (t) - a y  Y (t) = - at a t 2  
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Appendix B 
AEROELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SATURN-V LAUNCH VEHICLES 
AS-505 THROUGH AS-508 
The most severe aerodynamic environment encwntered by the Saturn V Lmnch vehicles 
occurs at transonic Mach numbers in the flight regime of maximum dynamic pressure. 
Large regions of separated flow exist on the vehicle, causing highly non-linear loads 
w5ich strongly influence the vehicle damping. The quasi-steady method described in 
Refs. 12 and 20, which includes the effects of separated flow and employs experiment- 
ally obtained static load distributions, was applied to determine the aeroelastic charac- 
teristics of the Saturn-V launch vehicles AS-505 through AS-508 (Refs. 8-11). The 
results are  summarized here. 
The Saturn-V vehicle geometry shown in Fig. B-1 and corresponding static loads apply 
to the current vehicles as well as the previous Saturn-V flight vehicles AS-501, AS-502, 
AS-503, and AS-504 (Ref. 23). Using flight vehicle AS-504 as a reference, the bending 
mode shapes of the preseng vehicles AS-505 through AS-508 are shown in Fig. €3-2. 
The corresponding aerodynamic damping in percent of critical is shown as  a function 
of Mach number in Fig. B-3, a, b,  and c for Q! = 0 , a! = 4",  and a! = 8" respec- 
tively. The -*esults indicate that the present vehicle, as AS-504 earlier, will be dy- 
namically sta'de throughout atmospheric ascent. 
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